
Complete at least two sides worth of work of this Take Home Test before your group work on Tribe 
Day so you participate and ask good questions in your tribe’s discussion instead of just copying 
down what others wrote, I will circle one of the scores below at the beginning of your tribe work.

2a.) (2pts) My dog Pepper walks 60 meters south, then 70 
meters west, and then 40 meters 60° north of east. Sketch the 
vectors (arrows) that represent Pepper's path on the graph to the 
right.  Use the scale: 1 cm  =  10m.
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Map view
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2b.) (2pts)What distance  did Pepper walk from the starting 
point?  

2d.) (2pts) Draw Pepper's RESULTANT displacement vector in a 
different color.  

2e.) (3pts) (IN CLASS)  Write the proper description of Pepper's 
displacement  from her starting point (the origin). This may 
require a little geometry or trig.   

Pretribe Pts:    0/20      up to 5/20      10/20       15/20       20/20    
                    (no work)     (0-.5 side)        (1 side)      (1.5 sides)    (2sides)   

Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems
Many answers can be found on the screen shots on the website (www.askeyphysics.org).  
Don't forget to check the Facebook group for online help, keys, and links to help videos.

RAW PENCIL PTS: _________ + RED PEN PTS:  _________ =  TOTAL PTS _________ / 90pts   
P h y s i c s               name ___________________________________________               period _____
90pt THT 1 - Part 1 (Metrics, Gold Standard, Cir. Mot. Red Kin)         (8/21-9/25)/17 

time (t) (sec)

1a.) (3pts) Sketch the graph on the right that correctly illustrates 
Ansel's 85sec uniform jog from the 250 yard mark back to the 
origin.   (make sure you label your axes with symbols and units)
 
1b.) (3pts) Write the physics equation for his jog: 
Make sure you include units on the numbers.

1c.) (3pts) On the same graph, plot the following situation: Isaac 
starts 100 yards behind the origin and uniformly jogs until he is 
150 yards past the origin. It takes him 50sec .

1d.) (3pts) Write the physics equation for his jog: 
Make sure you include units on the numbers. system 

origin

3.) (2pts) What is the difference between coefficients and 
constants? Give an example of each. 

x (m)

y 
(m

)

m @ ° of

2c.) (2pts) What is Pepper's final position?

25pts



From the Packet 1 videos:
19.) (1pt) From the Elon Musk video: Why can't there be a $35,000 Tesla yet? 

20.) (1pt) From the Sea of Plastic Video: Why does Captain say there is no hope to clean up all the plastic in the ocean?

21.) (1pt) From the Primordial Gravitational Wave video:  Why can't we get a picture of the earliest universe (before the 

baby photo)?

4.) (1pt)  2,050 Mm  =  __________________________  µm           5.)(1pt)  3.40 x 10-4  ns  =  __________________________  s     

6.) (1pt)    230 pL  =  ____________________________  mL          7.)(1pt)  3.40 x 105  kg   = __________________________Gg 

10.) (1pt) How many kHz are in  45 GHz?                          11.) (1pt) How  many Tm are in  4.62 x 108mm?    

12.) (2pts) What is the better way to write 8.00 x 109 µL                  13.) (2pts) What is the better way to write 8.00 x 109mL   

14.) (2pts)What is the better way to write 5.00 x 1010g?                   15.) (2pts)What is the better way to write 5.00 x 10-13THz?   

___8.)(1pt)  3.74 x 10-8 km  =  _______ nm     a.) 3.74 x 103     b.)  3.74 x 104    c.)  3.74 x 105     d.)  3.74 x 106     e.)  3.74 x 107

___ 9.)(1pt) 0.0048 µs =  _______ ms              a.) 4.8 x 10-8       b.)  4.8 x 10-3     c.) 4.8 x 10-5       d.) 4.8 x 10-7       e.)  4.8 x 10-6

17.) (5pts)  A pesky fly moves at a steady speed of 
25 ft/sec. It flys back and forth between the front tires of two 
motorcycles 150 ft apart that are driving towards each other on a 
collision course. One motorcycle is moving at a constant speed of 
10 ft/sec, the other is moving at a constant speed of 20 ft/sec. Assuming 
the fly spends no time on either tire and is in flight the whole time, how 
many feet will the fly travel?  You must at least show your sketch to get 
full credit: (HINT:  |v1t | + |v2t| = ∆xtot)

19.) (5pts) Determine the necessary arrangemnet to add vectors with the following magnitudes (lengths) in the head to tail 
method (3 + 4 = 1)  (3 + 4 = 3)  (3 + 4 = 5)   (3 + 4 = 6)  (3+ 4  = 7)  Draw the resultant in a different color. use the grid system 
as a scale.  Units don't matter here.  Use any direction what will make it work. (I've drawn the vector of magnitude 3)

(3+ 4  = 7) (3 + 4 = 1) (3 + 4 = 3)  (3 + 4 = 5)   (3 + 4 = 6)  

25pts

18a.) (2pts) (IN CLASS) Give the name and symbols for 

the three fundamental dimensions we work in 
Physics (Mechanics)? 

18b.) (2pts) (IN CLASS) So give the names and abbreviations 

for the three fundamental units we use in Physics 
(Mechanics). 

35pts

16.) (5pts) Mr. Levi is running from bow (front) to stern (back) to his 
sweetheart at 5 feet per second aboard the “Little Dixie”  steamboat 
which is moving straight upstream on the Mississippi River at 6 miles/
hr relative to the water.  The Mississippi is flowing south at 7  inches 
per sec.  How many feet/min is Mr. Levi moving north relative to Mr. 
Askey who is standing on the shore?  Remember to show all work! 
(HINT:  This is NOT really a Unit Analysis problem.  It is a relative 
velocity problem.  First convert all velocities to inches per second, then 
add and/or subtract.)  (12 in = 1 ft;  5280 ft = 1 mi)



21.) (8pts) YOU MUST USE GOLD STANDARD TO SOLVE:   Say a Hyperloop pod is on its way from OKC to Dallas at an 
average speed of 680mph.  How many minutes will it take the pod to travel the 330 km. 

22.) (8pts) YOU MUST USE GOLD STANDARD TO SOLVE:  It's 2034: How many feet wide is an Oklahoma tornado if the winds of its 
inner wall are rotating around the center at an average speed of 0.75 Mm/hr and have an ω of 18 rad/sec.  (0.305m = 1ft)  

ONLY coefficients and symbols 
of "givens" go in these boxes Answer:

Required labeled 
Drawing:

Symbol thoughts  . . .  no numbers or units yet.Isolated symbol/coefficient Eq:

t =

ONLY coefficients and symbols 
of "givens" go in these boxes

Answer:

Required labeled 
Drawing:

Symbol thoughts  . . .  no numbers or units yet.Isolated symbol/coefficient Eq:

30pts

dia = 2r =

20a.) (12pts) Plot the x vs. z , x vs. t, and z vs. t for the following situation.   Starting 30m North of the origin, you jog at an 
angle of 30° South of East at a speed of 4.0m/s for 8.0 seconds, then you veer 30° to your right and run 30m in 5.0 seconds.  
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20b.) (2pts) What is your final position?  

35pts


